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Abstract

High frequency linearized inversion estimates a critical component of the earth�s velocity �eld from
measurements of scattered acoustic waves captured in various acquisition geometries� The method parti�
tions the velocity �eld into two components� an assumed long scale velocity component and an unknown
short scale velocity component� In strongly refacting �complex� velocity �elds	 several scattering paths
�pairs of incident and re
ected rays� with equal traveltimes produce artifacts in the short scale velocity�s
inverted image� This article explains how to determine whether images for certain acquisition geometries
and long scale velocity �elds will be artifact�free� To produce an artifact�free image in a complex velocity
�eld	 scattering paths must be reconstructable from two pieces of information� �a� The traveltime for the
pair of rays and �b� The projection of the rays into the phase space of the source�receiver con�guration�
Numerical illustrations con�rm that a point source can produce artifacts if a caustic develops in the
incident ray �eld� A new acquisition geometry achieved by averaging several point source images adds
information to �b� and thus removes these artifacts�

� Introduction

When searching for oil and other mineral deposits burried deep in the earth� geophysicists send seismic
waves into the earth to probe the subsurface and record the waves that scatter back to the surface� Inverting
this data� they estimate mechanical properties of the earth� such as the local speed of acoustic waves in
the subsurface� These estimates together with experience help the geophysicist to infer likely locations for
various deposits� In this paper� we will derive a procedure for inverting measurements of scattered acoustic
waves to estimate those locations where the acoustic velocity is most singular� More speci�cally� assume we
can partition the acoustic velocity of the earth into a known smooth component and a unknown relatively
rapidly oscillating �singular� component� By imaging the subsurface of the earth� we mean estimating the
location of the oscillatory components �which causes re�ections� from the scattered waves measured at the
surface of the earth� We will explain when the inversion technique gives a reliably image and give numerical
examples of the method together with conditions for its validity�

When the smooth component of the velocity is su�ciently complex� so that the rays associated to the
waves tend to focus and defocus in various parts of the earth� then the task of imaging the subsurface of
the earth from scattered waves becomes more di�cult as follows� In complex velocity �elds� several pairs of
incident and re�ected rays may connect a source point and a receiving point on the surface via a scattering
point in the subsurface� In this situation� the inverse scattering process can be ambiguous� Unless a simple
geometric requirement on these rays is satis�ed� then an inversion of scattering data will contain images that
need not belong to oscillatory velocity �eld�

Finally� in a section devoted to numerical experiments� we obtain scattering data by solving a wave
equation via �nite	di
erences and perform the inversion by solving an adjoint wave equation via �nite	
di
erences also� The numerical experiments are wave equations based� and our imaging theory is based
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on an asymptotic solutions to these wave equations� The numerical experiments bear out our results on
imaging� which suggests that our results are valid independent of the imaging technique�

� Mathematical Model of Re�ections

We model the earth as a constant density �uid occupying a halfspace X � fx � Rn � xn � �g� with
coordinates �x�� � � � � xn�� where n  � or �� Assume the velocity �eld is split into a superposition of the
smooth background c� �eld and a relatively small but much more rapidly varying perturbation �c �

c  c� � �c����

The acoustic wave equation for the fundamental pressure �eld p�x� t� due to a punctual point source at s
satis�es

c���x�
��p

�t�
�x� t���p�x� t�  ��t���x� s�� x � X� s �xed�

p�x� t� � �� t� �����

If one linearizes this equation about the background velocity �eld� then
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�p � �� t� �����

obtains� where p� solves ��� with c � c� and p  p� � �p� The quantity �c�c� is called the re�ectivity �eld
because it acts as a source for the scattered �eld �p� This is the well known Born approximation for modeling
a singly scattered high frequency �eld�

We are interested in the trace of the solution �p on the surface �X in order to recover �c� In the physical
experiment� receivers �that is recording instruments� are placed on �X to record the excess pressure �eld
there� So now the question of con�guration of sources and receivers arises� We assume for simplicity that all
sources and receivers are located on �X but this is not essential� We will also assume that the sources and
receivers occupy a submanifold of �X� Initially� we will assume that the sources and receivers seperately
occupy such manifolds� �s��r� Later we will consider experiments where there are relations between the
source and receiver coordinates� On �s��r denote coordinates by s� resp� r�

Let �p�r� s� t� be the trace of perturbational fundamental pressure �eld �p satisfying ���� �r� t� � �r���� T �
due to a point source at s � �s� then de�ne the linearized forward scattering operator through

�c �	 �pj�r��s����T �����

where T � � is the duration for which the pressure �eld is recorded� We denote the operator de�ned in ���
as Fk�l

n � where k  Dim �s� l  Dim �r and n is the spatial dimaension �i�e� dimension of X��

It will also be convenient to de�ne the manifold

Y � �s ��r � ��� T �����

so that Fk�l
n is a linear operator mapping E ��X� 	D��Y ��

We assume throughout the paper that the following two conditions are satis�ed by rays trveling in the
background medium c��
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Assumption ���

�� There are not any points x � X such that there is a single ray connecting �s to �r via x�

�� There are no rays leaving points in the subsurface and returning to graze �r or �s�

Finally we record the following de�nition for later reference�

De�nition When the background velocity is such that rays traced in the medium move downward
monotonically� we say that the background medium only produces �downgoing waves�� More precisely if
X�t� is a parametrization of a ray in X and the nth coordinate is the inward normal direction to �X� then
the downgoing wave assumption amounts to dXn

dt �t� � �� 
t � ��

� Previous work

Beylkin ��� studied a high frequency inversion method applied to several experiments� where the receiver is
some known function of the source �or vice versa by the Principle of Reciprocity�� There� several strong
assumptions were made on the rays� which resulted in an inversion operator that is a generalized Radon
transform� For example� in the single point source experiment� Beylkin needed to rule out the formation
of caustics by tracing rays from the source or from a receiver into X� This is a strong assumption� since
caustics develop frequently in even mildly heterogeneous media 	 see ����� Therefore� we wish to eliminate
or weaken this type of assumption� Regarding the forward modeling operator� Rakesh ��� showed that it is
a sort of generalized Radon transform like Beylkin had found in the caustic free case� As far as building an
inversion operator that can deal with caustics� results are stated in ��� for the case of k  l  n� The latter
paper and the paper ��� make clear the fact that it is not always guaranteed that an inversion operator exists�
Its existence depends heavily on the interplay of the complexity of the velocity �eld c� and the acquisition
geometry �s�r � ��� T ��

� Organization of the paper

First we quickly review the fact that the forward operator is a so called Fourier Integral Operator �FIO�
under some asumptions on the rays in X� These operators arise in the �eld of Microlocal Analysis� and since
we will use the language of Microlocal Analysis throughout this paper� we give the following references for
an introduction to the subject� ������������ and also ���� and use the tools contained therein freely�

Next we examine more general source and receiver con�gurations� in particular we�ll study the associated
forward maps� These operators will also turn out to be FIO�s under the usual restrictions on the rays of the
medium�

We show that under some conditions on rays� application of the adjoint F� of the forward operator
�ommiting indices for now� to the scattered data will be an inversion operator in the sense discussed in the
introduction� Since the data is itself the output of the forward operator acting on �c� it is natural to study
the normal operator F�F � In fact� we give geometric ray conditions that guarantee the normal is a so called
pseudodi
erential operator �	�d�o�� 	 such operators do not change the location singular �elds such as �c�

The paper concludes by noting that the higher the codimension of the source�receiver manifold with
respect to �X� the greater the higher the risk of the normal operator not being a 	�d�o�
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� Forward Operators

We will denote by O�x� s�� O�x� r� open subsets in the sphere Sn�� for which there are rays departing �s

resp� �r and passing over a point x in the subsurface �xn � �� with normalized slowness vectors belonging
to these respective spherical elements�

Notation� If M is a manifold then we use T �M to denote its cotangent bundle and  T �M for the cotangent
bundle with the zero section removed�

We start with the point source� which is the experiment Rakesh considers in ���� In that paper� he showed
that the forward operator F��n��

n is a FIO of order �n� ���� when assumption ����� holds� He also showed

that� locally the canonical relation !���n��n of F��n��
n is

!�
��n��
n 

n
�r� t� x� 
� �� �� �  T ���r � ��� T ��X� � �tinc � �� tref � �� inc � O�x� r��

ref � O�x� s�� and bicharacteristic curves �inc� �ref parametrized with time�

�inc � ��� tinc� �	  T �X� �ref � ��� tref � �	  T �X such that

�inc���  �s� ���
q
c��� �s� � ����� �inc�tinc�  �x� c��� �x�inc��

�ref ���  �r� �
�
q
c��� �r�� 
���� �ref �tref �  �x� c��� �x�ref ��

�  ��c��� �x� �inc � ref �� and t  tinc � tref
�
����

for appropriate conic sections O�x� s� and O�x� r��

Now we show how to generalize F��n��
n to Fn���n��

n directly so that under the assumption ������ Fn���n��
n

is also a FIO �see ��� for more algebraic approach�� The extension is got by making a trivial observation
about how the point source forward operator is constructed�

First recall the approach taken in ��� to solve the linearized wave equation ���� Let S be the associated
solution operator de�ned by

f �	 u� where u solves

� ��t �� �u�x� t�  f�x� t��

u�x� t� � �� t� �����

De�ne the parametrized multiplication operator

M�s� � E ��Rn
�
fx � X � xn � �g� 	D��Rn �Rt��

�c �	 S� ��x� s�  ��t� � 
��c

c��
���

and

R � D��Rn
x �Rt� 	D��Rn��

x� � Rt��
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�p �	 pjxn������

so that we can express the point source forward operator F��n��
n as a Fourier Integral Operator �FIO�

paremtrized by source location s�

F��n��
n �s� � R � S � ��t �M�s������

Remarks The trace operator R is well de�ned by the no grazing ray assumption� For technical reasons� we
must also assume that the the support of the perturbation �c does not intersect the surface �X�

If �x� t� x�� t�� � � Rn
x �Rt � Rn

x� � Rt� � RN
� � N �N� for some N � we may represent S by an oscillatory

integral �see ��� Lemma ���� Z
ddx�dt� a�x� t� x�� t�� � exp �i��x� t� x�� t�� �������

and S���x� s�  ��t�� can be represented by the oscillatory integralZ
d a�x� t� s� �� � exp �i��x� t� s� �� �������

in which the the phase is still a nondegenerate phase function i�e� represents a Lagrangean distribution
	 see Lemma ��� in ���� Clearly� the quantity a remains a symbol in the variables �x� t� s� �� where the
former source parameter s is now considered as a variable too� Similarly� the phase is a non degenerate
phase function in the same variables �including the source�� Therefore� we may extend Theorem B in ��� to
conclude that Fn���n��

n is also a FIO�

One may deduce the wavefront relation !�n���n��n of Fn���n��
n from the parametrized canonical relations

��� and the Reciprocity Principle provided that the wavefront relation "s �resp� "r� of the operator S ��t� �
M�s� �resp� S � �t� �M�r�� intersects T ��r �resp� T ��s� transversally �written t�� In view of asumption
���� this is indeed so� leading to the local representation

!�
n���n��
n 

n
�r� s� t� 
� �� �� x� ���  T ��Y �X� � �tinc � �� tref � �� inc � O�x� s��

ref � O�x� r�� and bicharacteristic curves �inc� �ref parametrized with

time� �inc � ��� tinc� �	  T �X� �ref � ��� tref � �	  T �X� such that

�inc���  �s� ���
q
c��� �s� � ����� �inc�tinc�  �x� c��� �x�inc��

�ref ���  �r� �
�
q
c��� �r�� 
���� �ref �tref �  �x� c��� �x�ref ��

�  ��c��� �x� �inc � ref �� and t  tinc � tref
�
�����

Recall that associated to the symbol of the wave equation� p�x� ��  �c���x�j�j������ on  T �X� there is an
associated Hamiltonian �ow� A simple generalization of the above arguments show that under assumption
��� below� the forward operator Fk�l

n is a FIO�
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Assumption ���

�� The Lagrangian manifolds represented by the Hamiltonian �ow issuing from O��x� s� � resp� O��x� r� �
intersect T ��s � resp� T ��r � transversally�

�� There are not any points x � X such that there is a single ray connecting �s to �r via x�

Remark If dim �s  n � � �resp� �r  n � �� then the requirement of no rays grazing �s �resp� �r�
ensures that condition � of assumption ��� holds� The above construction goes through in the case of �s or
�r being any submanifold of �X�

To compute the order of Fk�l
n we just recall from ���� Lemma ���� that the order of the operator �c �	

S� MS� ��x�s� ��t� ��c�c��� � with s �xed is ��n������� This means that the order of Fk�l
n  ��n�������

Order ���t � �Order �R�� k��� The latter k�� coming from the fact that we have generalized the dimension
of �s from being zero to being k �� � k� l � n � ��� Here Order ���t �  �� while Order �R�  �n � l����

The canonical relation !�k�ln of Fk�l
n is deduced as in the case of k  l  n � � for Fn���n��

n above� so that
we arrive at

!�
k�l
n 

n
�r� s� t� 
� �� �� x� �� �  T ��Y �X� � �tinc � �� tref � �� inc � O�x� s��

ref � O�x� r�� �r��� s��� 
��� ���� �  T �Rn�l �  T �Rn�kand bicharacteristic curves �inc� �ref

parametrized withtime� �inc � ��� tinc� �	  T �X� �ref � ��� tref � �	  T �X

such that �inc���  ��s�� s���� ���� ������ �inc�tinc�  �x� c��� �x�inc��

�ref ���  ��r�� r���� �
�� 
����� �ref �tref �  �x� c��� �x�ref ��

�  ��c��� �x� �inc � ref �� and t  tinc � tref
�
�����

In summary we have

Theorem ��� Under assumption ���� the forward operator Fk�l
n belongs to the class of Fourier Integral

Operators I��n�k�l����	�Y�X�!�k�ln ��

Note� For l  n� �� k  � then the order of the forward map is �n� ���� which agrees with the order in
����

� Normal Operators

Now we begin to investigate the various normal operators N k�l
n � �Fk�l

n ��Fk�l
n � We denote the canonical

relation of an adjoint operator F� by the transposed canonical realtion t!�� where !� is the canonical relation
of the operator itself�

De�nitionChoose coordinates �y� x� �� �� for T ��Y �X� and de�ne the projection ��Y � T ��Y �X� 	 T �Y
by �y� x� �� �� �	 �y� ���

�



��� The Operator N n���n��
n

The following hypothesis ensure that the normal operator is pseudolocal at least in the �bres of T �X�

Assumption ���
Suppose we are given an incident ray R� departing s � �s and a re�ected ray terminating at r � �r such
that R�

T
R�  I � X� Every point x � I has �at least one pair� traveltimes �tinc� tref � associated to it	 tinc

being the time R� takes to reach x from s and tref the time for ray R� to reach x from r� There may be
more than one pair of traveltimes if the rays intersect more than once� For this 
xed pair of rays R�� R�� we
assume that every such pair �tinc� tref � has a di�erent total traveltime t  tinc � tref �

SR

X

ξ ξ 2
1

R S

X

X

X 1

2

(b)
(a)

Figure �� Instance where assumption ����� is violated� �a� The double bar markings
indicate equal traveltime branches leading to several o
diagonal images x�� x�� This can
happen in a waveguide situation� �b� In strongly refracting prizm� the �bre or Snell vector
� may be ambigous�

Remark As an example� the assumption ����� is valid for a medium which has only downgoing waves�

Theorem ��� �c�f� 	
�� Under assumptions �������� we have Nn���n��
n belongs to the class of FIOs

I�n����X�X� t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n � and is purely pseudodi�erential�

We will prove this theorem through a series of lemmas� First of all� by the description of the wavefront
relation of Fn���n��

n given in ���� and by an application of Corollary ����� in ���� it is clear that �Fn���n��
n ���

Fn���n��
n is a well de�ned operator�

Lemma ��� If assumption ����� holds� then the projection ��Y j
n���n��

n
is injective�

Proof� Let � be the projection from !�
k�l
n to X� In the canonical relation ����� if one speci�es the factor

�r� s� t� 
� �� � �� then the bicharacteristic curves �inc� �ref are determined and x � ���inc�
T
���ref �� This does

not pin down the values of x� inc� or ref � The total traveltime t equals tinc � tref � However assumption
����� ensures that there can only be one tinc and one tref such that t  tinc � tref � But tinc and tref
uniquely determine x� inc and ref � which in turn determine �� Hence the factor �r� s� t� 
� �� � � determines
�x� �� uniquely� �

�
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Lemma ��� ��Y j
�n���n��

n
is an immersion�

Proof� Consider a pair of di
erentiable curves Ci which coincide at p�  p�  �� pi � ���� �� �	

�ri�pi�� si�pi�� ti�pi�� xi�pi�� 
i�pi�� �i�pi�� �i�pi�� �i�pi�� � !�n���n��n � i  �� �� We must show that

d

dp�
�r��p��� s��p��� t��p��� 
��p��� ���p��� ���p���jp��� 

d

dp�
�r��p��� s��p��� t��p��� 
��p��� ���p��� ���p���jp��� �

d

dp�
�x��p��� ���p���jp��� 

d

dp�
�x��p��� ���p���jp��������

To accomplish this� let us consider what conditions the curve Ci must satisfy in order to be contained in
!�n���n��n � Let X�r� 
� t� be the trajectory of a ray parametrized by time t� departing from r � �r with initial
slowness 
  �
�

p
c��r��� � 
�� and a similar de�nition for X�s� �� t�� Also let #�r� 
� t� be the trajectory of

the slowness of the ray X�r� 
� t� and a similar de�nition for #�s� �� t�� With this notation� the existence of
the curve Ci requires that for each pi there exist tiref � t

i
inc � R�� � � R� f�g such that

X�ri�pi�� 
i�pi�� t
i
ref �  xi�pi�

X�si�pi�� �i�pi�� t
i
inc�  xi�pi�

�i�pi�c
��
� �xi�pi�� f #�ri�pi�� 
i�pi�� t

i
ref � � #�si�pi�� �i�pi�� t

i
inc� g  ��i�pi�

ti�pi�  tiref � tiinc�����

Also the numbers tiref � t
i
inc are uniquely determined for each pi by the assumption ������

Noting that �X
�t �r� 
� t� is the slowness #�r� 
� t� of the ray X�r� 
� t� we know that at least one of the

components of �X
�t is nonzero because ��X�t �r� 
� t���  c��� �X�r� 
� t�� � � by the Eikonal equation� Assume

without loss of generality that this distinguished component is the n	th one� We can solve for tiref the

equation F �pi� tiref �  � where

F �pi� t
i
ref � � X�ri�pi�� 
i�pi�� t

i
ref � � xi�pi�����

because �Fn
�ti

ref

� � for su�ciently small values of pi� which means that by the implicit function theorem there

exists a unique smooth function pi �	 tiref �pi� de�ned for su�ciently small values of pi satisfying

Xn�ri�pi�� 
i�pi�� t
i
ref �pi�� � xin�pi�����

�notice that this is a local version of our assumption ������� Consequently by the uniqueness of tiref � t
i
inc�

replacing tiref by tiref �pi� in ���� must still be a solution to ����� We can also replace tiinc by a smooth

implicit function pi �	 tiinc�pi� in ���� because tiinc  ti�pi�� tiref �pi��

Di
erentiate the �rst pair of equations in ���� with respect to pi for i  � and i  �� use the hypothesis
in ���� to derive

�X

�t
�r����� 
����� t�ref ����

dt�ref
dp�

��� �
�X

�t
�s����� ������ t�inc����

dt�inc
dp�

��� 

�X

�t
�r����� 
����� t�ref ����

dt�ref
dp�

����
�X

�t
�s����� ������ t�inc����

dt�inc
dp�

�������

�



Now using the uniqueness of tiref ���� tiinc��� and the fact that C� and C� coincide at p�  p�  �� we get

�X

�t
�r����� 
����� t�ref ����

�
dt�ref
dp�

����
dt�ref
dp�

���

�


�X

�t
�s����� ������ t�inc����

�
dt�inc
dp�

����
dt�inc
dp�

���

�
����

Now hypothesis ���� also implies that

d�t�ref � t�inc�

dp�
��� 

d�t�ref � t�inc�

dp�
�������

which when substituted into ���� gives �
�X

�t
�r����� 
����� t�ref �����

�X

�t
�s����� ������ t�inc����

� �
dt�ref
dp�

����
dt�ref
dp�

���

�
 ������

Now the �rst factor does not vanish by the assumption ����� which means that
dt�ref
dp�

��� 
dt�ref
dp�

��� and

therefore also that dt�inc
dp�

���  dt�inc
dp�

� Having established this it follows from ���� that dx�
dp�

���  dx�
dp�

���� For a

similar reason� we also get that d��
dp�

���  d��
dp�

���� This concludes the proof of the lemma��

Now we will show that the hypothesis of Theorem ��� in ��� is satis�ed for the canonical relation !�n���n��n

of Fn���n��
n and the canonical relation t!�n���n��n of tFn���n��

n �

Notation Given a manifold M � denote by �m the product manifold obtained from M locally as �M 
f�m�m� � m �Mg�

Lemma �� Under assumption ���� the manifold t!�
n���n��
n �!�

n���n��
n intersects T �X �� T �Y � T �X

cleanly�

Proof� We must prove �rst that � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n �
T

� T �X � � T �Y � T �X � is a mani	

fold and secondly that T � �t!�
n���n��
n � !�

n���n��
n �

T
�T �X � � T �Y � T �X� �  � T � t!�

n���n��
n �

!�
n���n��
n � �

T
� T � T �X � � T �Y � T �X � � at every point of the intersection � t!�n���n��n �

!�n���n��n �
T

� T �X �� T �Y � T �X ��

By lemma ����� we have that a point of

� t!�
n���n��
n � !�

n���n��
n �

�
� T �X �� T �Y � T �X � is of the form

n
� x� y� y� x� �� �� �� � � � � y� x� �� � � � !�

n���n��
n

o
����

which being locally di
eomorphic to the manifold ��!�
n���n��
n � is itself a manifold� Let a � t!�

n���n��
n �

b � !�n���n��n and �a� b� � � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n �
T

� T �X �� T �Y � T �X �� In view of lemma ���

�



this means that T�a�b� � � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n �
T

� T �X �� T �Y � T �X � � is an equivalence class of
di
erentiable curves of the form

f � x�p�� y�p�� y�p�� x�p�� ��p�� ��p�� ��p�� ��p� � �

� x�p�� y�p�� ��p�� ��p� � � Ta
t!�

n���n��
n

o
����

passing through �a� b� when p  ��

Also T�a�b� � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n �
T

T�a�b� � T �X �� T �Y � T �X � has a representativen
� x��p�� y��p�� y�p�� x�p�� ���p�� ���p�� ��p�� ��p� � � � x�p�� y�p�� ��p�� ��p� � � Ta

t!�
n���n��
n �

� y��p�� x��p�� ���p�� ���p� � � Tb !�
n���n��
n � and

d

dp
� y�p� � y��p�� ��p�� ���p� � jp��  �

�
�����

It is clear from ���� and ���� that T � � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n �
T

� T �X � � T �Y � T �X � � �

� T � t!�n���n��n � !�n���n��n � �
T

� T � T �X �� T �Y � T �X � ��

The reverse inclusion now follows from Lemma ������ ���� and ����� This concludes the proof of the
lemma��

Proof of Theorem ������ The proof that Nn���n��
n is a FIO follows immediately from Lemma ����� and

Theorem ��� in ���� According to the latter theorem the canonical relation for Nn���n��
n is t!�n���n��n �

!�n���n��n which by Lemma ����� is a graph of the identity on the projection of !�n���n��n to T �X� i�e�
Nn���n��
n is a 	�d�o�

Now we calculate the order of Nn���n��
n � Let z  �p� q� q� r� � � T �X �� T �Y � T �X �

T
t!�n���n��n �

!�n���n��n and de�ne the Symplectic Vector Subspace M � Tp�T �X���Tq�T �Y ��Tr�T �X� of Tz�T �X �

T �Y �T �Y �T �X�� the latter equipped with its canonical �	form $� and let L � Tz� t!�n���n��n �!�n���n��n ��

If V is a subspace of M then recall the skew orthogonal compliment V � of V is given by

V � � fm �M � $�m� v�  �� 
v � V g�����

Then according Theorem ��� of ���� the order of Nn���n��
n is Order �Fn���n��

n � � Order � tFn���n��
n � �

�
�Dim �L

T
M��� Note that Dim �L

T
M�� is called the excess of the intersection of L and M and is zero

when the interstion of M and L is transversal�

A straightforward calculation shows that �See Prop� ������ in �����

Lemma ��� M� is isomorphic to Tq�T ��Y ��

Let ��X be the natural projection T ��Y �X� 	 T �X� so that using Lemma ������ we have

L
�
M�  Kernel ���X j
�n���n��

n
������

This makes sense from the point of view of a stationary phase expansion where this kernal intoduces extra
degrees of freedom into the stationary set� Consequently the excess in the intersection of L and M is the

��



dimension of the kernel of ��X which is equal to the dimension of !�n���n��n less the dimension of the range of

��X � The dimension of !�n���n��n is just dim X � dim Y  n���n�����  �n��� while the dimension of
the range of ��X is �n because the re�ection point x can vary in all directions and the bisector � direction can
vary in an n dimensional conic set� Therefore the order of Nn���n��

n is ��n��������n��� �n���  n���
This completes the proof of the theorem��

��� The Operators N k�l
n � � � k� l � n� �

From a practical point of view� the operator Nn���n��
n may not be of interest� The reason is that the

experiment that geophysicists usually perform does not involve collecting data on an open set of source
and receivers on the surface of the earth� This experiment is simply too time consuming and costly� As a
next step� we investigate the situation where either the source manifold or receiver manifold has a positive
codimension with respect to �X� Say for example in the �D marine survey one may have a line of sources
and a colinear line of receivers� In this situation what can one expect from the inverted image%

We remark that if k or l is less than n � � and one speci�es the factor ��Y �!�k�ln �� then the associated
bicharacteristic curves �inc� �ref discussed in the last section may not uniquely determined by the projected

element  T ���s � �s� of ��Y �!�k�ln �� For example suppose that k  n � �� l  n � � then the angle at which
rays leave a speci�ed point in �s is not determined� This is because the coordinate � is just the projection
of the departure slowness vector onto the source manifold� This amounts to noting that the composition
t!�k�ln � !�k�ln is not a priori guaranteed to be contained in � �T �X�� If we could show that the wavefront
relation of the normal operator actually equals the composition of the wavefront relation of the forward map
and the wavefront relation of the adjoint map for some background media c�� then it would follow that the
normal operator does not have the pseudolocal property when the projection !�k�ln 	 T �Y is not injective�
In other words� it is easier for the normal operator not to be a pseudodi
erential when the codimension of
�s or �r increases�

We know from standard results �see ��� chapter �� that

WF ��N k�l
n � � !�

k�l
n � t!�

k�l
n � !�

k�l
n �����

We aim to show the possibility of

WF ��N k�l
n � t !�

k�l
n � !�

k�l
n����

in the case of higher codimensional �k or l � n� �� source and receiver manifolds�

For i  �� �� suppose �y�� x
i
�� ��� �

i
�� � !�

k�l
n which locally is represented by a smooth nondegenerate phase

function ��y� x� � in a neighbourhood of this point� Choose a parametrized test function ��x�� x�� y�� y��
exp ��	��x�� x�� y�� y�� � which does not vanish near �x��� x

�
�� y�� y�� and so that d�x��x��y��y��	�x��� x

�
�� y�� y�� 

���� � �
�
�� �� ��� Then application of N k�l

n to the test function is generically not a rapidly decaying fuction of
the parameter � �locally uniformly�� In other words� �x��� x

�
�� �

�
� � �

�
�� belongs to WF ��N k�l

n �� This establishs
the possibility of the normal operator not being pseudodi
erential in the case of higher codimensional source
and�or receiver manifolds� even when the assumption ����� holds� In fact it is even doubtful that the normal
operator belongs to the class of FIO�s anymore� having wavefront relation consisting of unions sets not a
priori being �Lagrangian� manifolds� In fact the reasoning just explained is born out by our experiments
�see later� and explicitly in ���� The portion of the wavefront relation of N k�l

n not belonging to ��T �X�
gives rise to spurious images N k�l

n �c� We refer to such images as �o
	diagonal images�� We give a numerical
illustration of this phenomenon in the next section�

The arguments of the previous paragraph show that in case of k or l being less than n � �� the normal
operator N k�l

n may not be a pseudodi
erential operator� For the rest of this section we will describe extra
requirements on the source	receiver manifold and the ray geometry for which the normal operator is a 	�d�o�

��



Suppose we are given the source and receiver con�guration and that the assumptions like ��� and ���
hold� then does the data carry enough information about incident and scattering angles so that o
	diagonal
images are not present in N k�l

n % i�e� loosely� there appears to be a minimal set of directions in which the
scatterer must both be illuminated and observed in order to remove ambiguity in multiple ray paths which
yield the same kinematics� The answer to this question depends very heavily on �s��r� c� and the validity
of the assumptions like ��� and ���� We can put some mild conditions on �s��r� c� in order to guarantee a
faithful image and we shall do this now� making more precise mathematically the heuristics just mentioned�
In the case of k  l  n��� the key lemmas that were needed in the proof of the pseudolocality of N k�l

n were
Lemma ��� and Lemma ���� These lemmas then are the basic ingredients needed independent of k and l� In
order for these lemmas to be true in the general case of either k or l being less than n � �� there must be
extra hypotheses needed to remove abiguities from the kinematics of re�ection� so that these lemmas may
obtain once again in the higher codimensional case�

For suppose that the assumption ��� and assumption ��� holds� that we specify the �initial conditions�
�r�� 
�� s�� ��� in  T ���s � �r� of the incident and receiver rays and we also specify the total traveltime
t  tinc�tref � Here the primes are to emphasize the fact that we have not speci�ed all of the initial conditions
�r�� r��� 
�� 
��� s�� s��� ��� ���� so that at least one of the takeo
 angles of either the incident or receiver ray is
undetermined� It could then happen that there is more than one source and receiver ray path passing over a
point in the subsurface with the same total traveltime and with the same �initial conditions� �r�� 
�� s�� ����
Then Lemma ��� will fail i�e� there is no hope of the pseudolocal property to hold� What is needed is the
following analogue assumption ����� in order for Lemma ��� to be true in the higher codimensional cases�

Assumption ���
Suppose one speci
es an element of �r�� s�� t� 
�� ��� � � of ��Y �!�k�ln � then there are �possibly several� source
and receiver rays R�� R� which have departure and arrival slowness equal to ���� ���� � Rn� �
�� 
��� � Rn

respectively which could intersect in the subsurface� Suppose R� and R� intersect after R� has travelled for
time tinc and R� for a time tref so that t  tinc � tref � We assume that for a speci
ed ��Y �!�k�ln �� then there
is at most one intersecting pair of rays R�� R� �i�e� �

��� 
�� are determined� and we also assume that the one
way trveltimes �tinc� tref � are determined�

Note that the assumption ����� guarantees that the normal operator will have the pseudolocal property
but in order to guarantee that it is also a pseudodi
erential operator we will see that the following assumption
su�ces

Assumption �� Suppose one speci
es an element �r� s� t� 
�� ��� � � � ��Y �!�k�ln � so that there are source
and receiver rays departing s and r with respective slownesses ���� ���� � Rn� �
�� 
��� � Rn� If these rays
intersect� they give rise to a re�ection element �x� �� � T �X and associated traveltimes tinc� tref such that
t  tinc � tref � De
ne p � Codim �s� q � Codim �r � g � p � q � �� We assume there exist a set of
indices fi�� ���� igg � f�� ���� ng such that	
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����q
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�
�

has full rank�

Note that the assumption ����� only makes sense if

Codim �s � Codim �r � n� �����

holds�
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Theorem ��� Suppose that assumptions ���� ���� and ��� hold� Let d be the dimension of Ker���X j
�k�ln
��

Then N k�l
n is purely pseudodi�erential and belongs to the class of Fourier Integral Operators I��n�k�l�d������X�X�

t!�k�ln � !�k�ln �

Proof� The proof of this theorem is the same as the proof of Theorem ����� with the following changes�

Lemma����� follows now from assumption ������ Lemma ����� is obtained as follows� The curves C � !�k�ln �
�r�p�� s�p�� t�p�� x�p�� 
��p�� ���p�� � �p�� ��p�� have associated �tref � tinc� 
��� ���� which are not a priori smooth
and well de�ned functions of the parameter p� This is where the assumption ����� comes in� Recall that
when we specify a curve like C� we are solving the equation

X�r� 
�� 
��� tref �  X�s� ��� ���� tinc�����

for each value of the parameter p� That is� for each p� we are trying to �nd tinc� tref � 

��� ��� that solves

F �r� s� 
�� ��� t� 
��� ���� tinc�  �� where

F �r� s� 
�� ��� t� 
��� ���� tinc� � X�r� 
�� 
��� t� tinc��X�s� ��� ���� tinc������

The uniqueness of tref � tinc� 
��� ��� and the assumption ����� are just the hypotheses needed for the implicit
function theorem to guarantee the unique global existence of smooth functions p �	 
���p�� p �	 ����p�� p �	
tinc�p� and hence also the locally unique smooth function p �	 tref �p� since tref �p�  t�p�� tinc�p� and t�p�
is already smooth� This type of assumption was already guaranteed to hold by the assumption ����� in the
case of k  l  n � � because one of the bisector components � is already assumed to be nonzero by the
assumption ������ Now Lemma ����� follows as before where the current analogue of equation ���� now yields
a linear combination of the columns in the matrix ����� equal to zero� The coe�cients of the combination

therefore must vanish� The coe�cients being di
erences of
dtiref
dpi

�
d���i
dpi

�
d���i
pi

for i  �� �� at pi  � now implies

the uniqueness of dxi
dpi

� d�idpi
at pi  � and the proof of theorem completes as before� �

Obviously� the applicability of theorem ����� to various experiments depends in a critical way on the
background velocity c�� In principle� �gure ��� illustrates the experiments for which the theorem may apply�
In this �gure dots represent zero dimensional manifolds� lines represent one dimensional manifolds and discs
represent two dimensional manifolds�

We examine applicability of theorem ����� in two important cases� These cases are i� k  �� l  n��� n 
�or� and ii� k  �� l  n � �� n  �� We will show that the absence of various types of caustics as well as a
global assumption about traveltimes is enough to ensure that the normal operator is a 	�d�o�

Remark� In the case of the source	receiver manifold �s�r being a product manifold �s � �r� we found
that for all experiments other than case i� or ii�� one can easily see that the global condition required of the
traveltime in theorem ����� will not be satis�ed for a homogeneous medium&

CASE i� �k  �� l  n� �� with n� or �� �c�f� Beylkin ����

We make two assumptions that are su�cient to conclude that N ��n��
n is a 	�d�o� i�e� these assumptions

guarantee that the hypotheses of theorem ����� hold �

�� Assumption ���

�� Suppose there is a ray departing a receiver location and that there is at least one ray departing the
source which intersects it� If one speci�es the total traveltime from source to receiver via such an
intersection point� i�e� we specify t  ts � tr where ts is the traveltime from source to intersection and
tr is the traveltime from intersection to receiver� then we will assume that the incident and re�ected
traveltimes ts� tr respectively are uniquely determined�

��
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�� We assume there are no caustics formed by ray�elds issuing from the source point�

Proof of su�ciency� Conditions � and � give the global condition we need in theorem ������ so we need
only show that assumption � gives the local condition needed in the theorem� Thus it is su�cient that
the bisecting vector �  �X

�t �s� �� t� � �X
�t �r� 
� t� is linearly independent of the vector �X

�� �s� �� t�� But the
latter vector belongs to the tangent space to the level surface in time t of the function X�s� �� t�� The level
surface in question� is by de�nition� the wavefront of the wave that issued from the source s with slowness
� at time t� Therefore the vector �X

��
�s� �� t� which is nonzero �by assumption of no incident caustics� is

perpendicular to �X
�t

�s� �� t�� Now if one asks that � and �X
��

�s� �� t� be colinear� it follows from elementary
geometry that �  � which violates one of our basic assumptions that we needed for Fk�l

n to be a FIO� Also
in this case it is easy to see that the excess variable of theorem ��� is � as follows� Recall the excess is
DimX �DimY �DimRange���X �  n��n��� ����n  �� Therefore the order of the N ��n��

n is n��� �

CASE ii� k  �� l  �� n  �� the su�cient assumptions are

�� Assumption ���

�� Let Rr be a ray originating in the receiver manifold� Suppose there is at least one ray originating
in the source manifold with a speci�ed origin s� and projected initial slowness �� which intersects Rr

�possibly more than once�� Let the total traveltime t  ts � tr be speci�ed as in case i� above� Then
we will assume that ts� tr and ��� are uniquely determined�

Proof of su�ciency � The proof that these conditions guarantee that the hypothesis of theorem ����� hold
is similar to case i� above� The only change this time is that we just need to �nd two coordinate directions

Xi� � Xi� such that the pair of vectors ��i� � �i��
T ��

�Xi�

���� �s� �� t��
�Xi�

���� �s� �� t��T are linearly independent� If
we could not �nd any pair of indices i�� i� which make this pair of vectors independent� then we conclude
that �  � �X

���� �s� �� t� for some � � R � f�g� since they have the same projection onto all three coordinate
planes and � � �� This puts us back into an identical situation as in case i� from which we derive the same
contradiction that we saw there� so we are done� The excess variable d  � � �� � � � �� � �� � ��  � and
so N ���

� has order �� � d���  ��
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Figure �� Various �s � �r for which the normal operator may be pseudodi
erential

Remark As an example of such a medium that is of practical interest we suggest the so called ���
dimensional model where the velocity �eld c��x� is independent of x��� This model easily satis�es the above
two assumptions of case ii��
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-
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� The In Line Source Experiment

In the previous section the data space had the product structure Y  �s � �r � ��� T �� In this section we
want to generalize this space in the �rst two factors� One may consider more general experiments in which
the data space is of the form Y  �s�r � ��� T � where �s�r is a submanifold of the surface �X� We consider
here one such experiment where n  � and the manifold �s�r is chosen to have coordinates �r�� r�� s�� r���
Thus the source	receiver manifold �s�r has codimension one with respect to the source receiver manifold
considered in �s ��r � where both �s and �r have dimension ��

Since we are now dealing with a new data space� we will need to ensure �rst that the forward operator
FIL is a FIO� A convenient way to ensure this is so � is to make the same assumptions that make F��� a
FIO and see when the restriction from the manifold �s��r � ��� T � to �r�s� ��� T � is a FIO� Therefore� we
assume

Assumption 
��

�� The Hamiltonian �ow issuing from points in the subsurface X intersect T ��s�r transversally�

�� No single ray connects di�erent points in �s�r�

Under assumption ���� FIL is a FIO with wavefront relation !�IL equal to the projection of !����� into
 T ��Y �X�� where Y now has the modi�ed de�nition mentioned at the start of this section� It follows exactly

as in case ii� of the last sections that under the additional assumption

Assumption 
�� Assume that if a receiver ray Rr� a total travel time t  ts � tr and a projected slowness
�� are speci
ed then there are at most one �ts� tr� ���� explaining the re�ection�

we get

Theorem 
�� Let d be the dimension of the kernel of the projection !�IL 	 T �X� Under the assumptions
���� ��� above� the normal operator N IL � tFILFIL is purely pseudodi�erential and belongs to the class
I���d����X�X� t!�IL � !�IL��

��� ��� D Medium

Note that the canonical example of a medium for which the assumptions ������� are satis�ed is a ��� di	
mensional medium as discussed in the last section� Without loss of generality� suppose that the velocity
independent direction is x�� In this medium we can easily calculate that the excess d  � as before in case ii�
of the previous section� This means that dimRange���X �  � � �� so dimKer���X �  �� � �� ��� Therefore
we state

Theorem 
�� In the ��� dimensional medium for the in line source experiment we have that the normal
operator N IL � I��X�X� t!�IL � !�IL� is purely pseudodi�erential� whenever assumption ��� holds�

Remark It is obvious that we do not need the medium to be completely independent of the third
direction� All that we required above is for the velocity in the third direction to be mildly heterogeneous�

��



	 L
� Estimates

In this section we give some continuity results for the forward maps� The main result we employ is Corollary
����� in ���� For the case of the FIO�s Fk�l

n � the Corollary states that

Theorem ��� Let m be a lower bound for i� Rank���X�� dimX and ii� Rank���Y �� dimY � Then we have
a continuous mapping

Fk�l
n � H

��n�m�����
Comp �X� 	 L�loc�Y ������

Proof� According to the cited Corollary� the appropriate index � for the Sobolev space on the left of equation
���� is �  Order �Fk�l

n ���Dim X�Dim Y ��m���  ��n�k�l���n�k�l����m���  ��n�m�������

Examples Note that we have already ��Y j
�k�ln
is an immersion by lemma ���� but the dimension of the

domain of this map equals dimX�dimY � so dim Range���Y ��dimY  dimX� giving m  min�Rank���X ��
dimX� dimX��

If we denote the order of the forward operator as �� then the following table summarizes the L� estimates
for the experiments where the normal operator satis�es our su�cent conditions to be a 	�d�o� Here � is the
minimal continuity index mentioned in the proof of the previous theorem�

n k l m � �

� � � � ��� ���
� � � � ��� ���
� � � � � �
� � � � � ���
� � � � � ���

��� � � ���

Moreover these estimates may be sharp� see ��� where the case k  �� l  �� n  � is considered� and

there we found that F���
� is continuous from H

���
Comp�X� 	 L��Y � if and only if caustics are not present in

the incident wave �eld� If caustics are present then one can see that the index m can decrease�

Finally note that the order of the corresponding forward operators is always less than or equal to � in the
above table as it should be� for one can deduce that if the normal operator is a 	�d�o� and F � I	�X�X�!���
then F � H	

Comp�X� 	 L��Y � is continuous�


 Numerical Experiments

This section is devoted to an experiment that was designed to illustrate the results of the last section� In
particular� the experiment illustrates the undesirable o
	diagonal images that can arise in imaged data in the
the point source experiment� We will see that the o
	diagonal image appears from �designed� scattering paths
that are kinematically the same� These o
	diagonal images are then smoothed out in an image obtained by
averaging various point source images� The averaging corresponds to the experiment F���

� � where the normal
operator is pseudolocal and the o
	diagonal component of its canonical relation is empty�

The details of the experiment are as follows� We used a �nite di
erence code which was fourth order in
space and second order in time� The model was ���� Km in extent and ���� km deep� A grid spacing of �m
was used and Ricker wavelet with peak frequency of �� Hz was used� The time step used was ��� ms�

��
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The background model was mostly homogeneous �� Km�s� and a slow anomaly which had a minimum
velocity of ��� Km�s� The re�ector was located on a a horizontal line at a depth of ���m and extended for
the breadth of the model� See �gure ����

The sources were located between ��� Km and ��� Km while receivers were located to the left at an o
set
of ��� Km and covered a length of ��� Km� Thus the �totality of� source receiver con�guration consisted of
a parallelogram which contains open sets of sources and receivers as is needed for the normal operator N ���

�

to be a 	�d�o� However the normal operator N ���
� is not one�

The �gures on the following pages illustrate the results� First we produced seismograms in slow anomaly
medium 	 see �gures ����� 	 ������ Then the data for the anomaly or Lens medium was imaged at the correct
velocity to produce single shot images 	 see �gures ����� 	 ������ The average for these single shot images is
then shown in �gure ������ Next we imaged the same data from the anomaly medium but used a constant
velocity of �Km�s for the imaging 	 the results are shown in �gures ����� 	 ������� The average for these
incorrectly imaged single shot images is shown in �gure ������� For comparison we show the data for a
single shot in a constant velocity �Km�s medium in �gure ������ and the some single shot images for the
constant velocity medium are shown in �gures ������ 	 ������� and the associated averaged image is shown
in �gure ������� Then we show some interesting �coherency panels� in �gures ������ 	 ������� i�e� images
of the same vertical section of the subsurface for various locations of the source� According to traditional
velocity analysis� these are supposed to be �at& Clearly this well known principle does not hold in su�ciently
complex media�
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As can be seen from the experiments� the single shot images produce o
	diagonal images as discussed
in the last section� We designed the experiment so that the assumption ����� is not true in the single shot
experiment� A kinematic explanation is shown in �gure ���� These o
	diagonal images are smoothed out
in �gure ����� This average image corresponds to a pseudodi
erential normal opreator as predicted by the
theorem ������ and so the o
	diagonal images are removed�

Also it is interesting to see that even though the average image is as desired� the associated coherency
panels are not i�e� they are not �at� no matter whether we used the correct velocity to image or not� This
indicates that the usual velocity analysis algorithms will be fooled in a situation where the assumption �����
fails or perhaps also in the positive codimensional source�receiver manifold cases when the assumption �����
fails�

Another point worth noting is how sensitive the imaging process is to errors in the background velocity
as illustrated in the �gures for the anomaly data imaged in the homogeneous medium� the results leave a lot
to be desired&

�� Conclusions

In this paper� we have examined the nature of an imaging problem in acoustics� We identi�ed that there is a
simple imaging condition that needs to be satis�ed in order to only image physical re�ections� We illustrated
both mathematically and experimentally that this condition is also necessary� When the imaging condition
is satis�ed then the forward modeling operator followed by its adjoint operation is a pseudodi
erential
operator� Along the way we also mad esome extensions on understanding the nature of the forward modeling
operators for several experiments corresponding to various source	recveiver con�gurations� In particular� we
have studied the boundedness properties and how this is related to the developent of types of caustics�
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